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What is economics?

I Study of how societies organize production and consumption
of goods and services

I Set of topics: prices, unemployment, stock volatility...
I Not part of the economy?

I Home gardening or crafts?
I Virgin birth?
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What is economics really?

Theory of human behavior

The economic model:

I People respond to incentives? (tautology)

I Incentives exist
I Often think we know what these incentives are

I Example: we assume a cookie is a reward
I Could be wrong
I Theory does not depend on us being right about cookies
I Know that cookies actually are valuable, because people buy

them.
I “People are incentivized by cookies” is a testable hypothesis
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All of economics: B > C ⇒ do it
B < C ⇒ do not do it

Benefits: what you get
Costs: what you give up
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Determinants of choice: example

You are at Disney World. How do you decide whether to take
another ride?

Benefits: how much you like rides
Costs: whatever else you could be doing

Ride: tiring but fun
No ride: relaxed

Sunk costs: does the admission price matter?

I Only the things you can alter in the future matter

I What will be different between two possible outcomes

I Neither choice gets you your $100 back

I Not really a cost

I Probably do think of this, though
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Sunk costs

Some economists treat considering sunk costs as wrong

I Not a problem with your reasoning

I Trying to blame you for their faulty use of theory

I Economic model can account for this behavior

I Implicit psychological costs: guilt
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“But people are not rational!”

If you think this, you probably do not know what “rational” means

I Does not mean they do what is “good”

I Does not mean you would do what they do

I Does not mean they list out pros and cons of decisions

I Means they behave in a way that is consistent with some set
of values
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Marginal Analyis

People compare marginal benefits and marginal costs
Example:

I Each slice of pizza costs $2

I MB: how much benefit you get from one more slice

I MC: how much you have to give up to get one more slice ($2)

”Should I have one more?”
# of slices MC MB

1

$2 $4

2

$2 $3

3

$2 $2.50

4

$2 $2

5

$2 $1.50

6

$2 $1

7

$2 $.70

8

$2 $.20

How many slices would you buy?

Would you buy 6 if 6 and 0 were the
only options?
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Supply and Demand
Supply:

I Maximum suppliers willing to provide at given prices
I Minimum suppliers need to be compensated for given quantity
I Marginal cost

Demand:

I Minimum quantity buyers willing to get at given prices
I Maximum buyers willing to pay for given quantity
I Marginal benefit (marginal value)

Demand

Supply

Q

P
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Facts about Supply and Demand
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I Demand slopes down

I Supply slopes up

I What goes on axes?

I How much will be
consumed?
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Supply and Demand: numerical example

Demand: P = 10−Q
Supply: P = 2 +Q

Equilibrium: 10−Q = 2 +Q
⇒ 10 = 2 + 2Q
⇒ 8 = 2Q
⇒ 4 = Q

⇒ P = 2 +Q = 6

What are the slopes?
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Shifts in curves

Quantity

P
ric

e
Supply

Demand

“At any given price, people want to buy more”
“At any given quantity, people are willing to pay more”
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Example: production function: Y (K)

I “Marginal product of capital”
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More on slopes and marginal analysis

Capital

O
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t
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M
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Maxima and Minima

Slopes let us find maxima and minima

Example: saving more leads to higher consumption (in the long
run) unless saving rates get very high
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Economists do it with models
The way we deal with not knowing things in economics:

I Ask: what are the essential aspects of the problem?

I Build models of what we do know and see what those tell us

Ex: why does a rock roll down a hill?

I Location

I Shape

I Texture and elasticity

I Gravity!

Model-building errors:

I Putting in too much
I Oversimplification

I Ex: Model that only includes demand

I Price goes up. I want to buy less, so less is purchased
I Problem: price could go up because demand increased.
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What is macro?

I Macro does not exist, really
I Early

I Did not take the economic model seriously
I Just looked at macro data

I Modern macroeconomists are actual economists

I We take microeconomists seriously and apply it to those macro
data.

I Not a different approach from micro
I Look at incentives of individuals

I Macro: set of economic topics.
I Exceptions

I Money
I Markets do not clear
I First model not economic
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